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This ebook profiles some of the students who have excelled in one of IFSE’s courses . Read 
their stories and discover how they’ve applied learnings from an IFSE course to advance their 
professional career .  Our academic partners and corporate training departments can use this 
ebook to show their employees/students:

   How IFSE’s courses can help them in their day-to-day jobs and empower them in their careers

   What firsthand advice these profiled students give to help others succeed in their IFSE courses
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Case Study
CANADIAN INVESTMENT FUNDS COURSE (CIFC)

George Donnery is a Senior Customer Service Representative at CIBC. Having been in customer 
service for several years, first in the U.K. and then in Canada, he decided he was ready to take 
his career forward and work towards a more financial advisory role.

Advice from George 
for other students 
taking the CIFC

“ I suggest that students take 
advantage of all the ways that 
the course facilitates learning 
(e .g ., videos, tutorials, online 
content) to broaden and 
deepen their understanding of 
the course materials .”

www.ifse.ca

That’s when he turned to IFSE for training and education that could help him 
reach his career goals . He took the Canadian Investment Funds Course (CIFC) 
and found it to be comprehensive, effectively covering all aspects of the 
Canadian financial environment . George believes the course offered excellent 
value as his company benefits from partnership pricing with IFSE .

When considering his experience with the CIFC, George cites the video tutorials 
(Web Trainer for CIFC™) as being very helpful . He states that not only were the 
tutorials informative, but they also presented the information clearly, breaking 
down the material in an efficient manner and helping him understand the 
content quickly .

Having successfully completed the CIFC, he started exploring other positions 
within his company . He advanced from being a Customer Service Representative 
to his current senior role . George envisions transitioning into a sales position 
down the road .

How has the CIFC helped George in his day-to-day job?

“ In my role I don’t advise or discuss investing specifics with clients, but I can 
provide general information . For instance, I spoke to a client about RRSPs . She’s 
in her 20s and wasn’t focused at all on retirement savings, so we discussed 
the benefits of starting young and building a strong foundation for her future . 
I also informed her about the LLP and HBP as potential ways to help finance 
education and home buying, respectively, and how RRSP funds can play a role, 
if needed . I made the client think about her financial needs for now and in the 
future, as well as the value of an RRSP .”
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Case Study
CANADIAN INVESTMENT FUNDS COURSE (CIFC)

Rosemary Barber is an Administrative Assistant at Les Associés Redsell-Séguin & Associates, 
IPC Investment Corporation. While she had been productive in her position, she knew she 
could contribute even more to the team . 

Advice from Rosemary 
for other students 
taking the CIFC

“ I would recommend doing 
plenty of practice exam 
questions . I found the Study 
Guide and also the CIFC Exam 
Preparation Live Webinar 
recordings to be extremely 
helpful . Hearing the instructor 
on the webinar go through each 
question and answer was very 
beneficial .”

www.ifse.ca

One day, she was discussing professional training with a colleague and asked 
her which course she had taken to become a Licensed Assistant . Rosemary’s 
colleague directed her to IFSE’s Canadian Investment Funds Course (CIFC) .

Rosemary decided to take the CIFC since she knew that once she became 
licensed, she would be able to accomplish much more in her role at work . She 
also intends to take the Branch Managers’ Examination Course to help her 
advance further in her financial services career . 

When considering her experience with the CIFC, Rosemary found that the 
interactive testing throughout the online course greatly assisted her in 
identifying areas to which she needed to pay added attention before proceeding 
to the next component . The testing helped her learn the course content more 
thoroughly and better prepare for the exam .

Having successfully completed the CIFC, Rosemary became a Licensed 
Assistant and has now expanded on her responsibilities . For instance, when a 
representative is away from the office and a client calls looking for assistance, 
she is better able to help with their needs .   

How has the CIFC helped Rosemary in her day-to-day job?

“ Recently, I assisted several clients while a representative in our office was on 
vacation, so we were able to maintain a high level of service in a seamless 
manner, contributing to continued client satisfaction . This would not have been 
possible if I hadn’t taken the CIFC .”
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Case Study
EXEMPT MARKET PROFESSIONALS COURSE (EMP)

David Berliner (CEO) and Raphael Bouskila (President) co-founded an online investment 
platform for clean energy projects such as solar energy and efficiency installations .

Advice from David 
and Raphael for 
other students 
taking the EMP

“ Use the course content to 
put compliance rules into 
perspective . When you 
consider the course material 
in context of exempt markets, 
you’ll better understand 
important concepts such as 
the motivation behind the 
regulatory requirements 
(i .e ., protecting the crucial 
relationship between issuer, 
investor and dealer) .”

Their company’s platform pools the money of predominantly institutional and 
accredited individual investors who seek access to investment opportunities in 
such projects that align with their community and environmental values .

Since David and Raphael needed registration as dealing representatives of an 
exempt market dealer, they fulfilled the regulatory requirement by completing 
IFSE’s Exempt Market Professionals Course (EMP) . They found the course to 
be extremely valuable because the content was straightforward and focused 
precisely on the areas they needed . Raphael, who also completed IFSE’s 
Officers’, Partners’, and Directors’ Course (OPD), calls the EMP “the industry-
standard course in our field .”

When considering their experience with the EMP, Raphael and David found the 
entire learning process to be practical and targeted . For instance, the sections 
that covered products like principal-protected notes and flow-through shares 
served to expand their minds to the possibilities of what financing-related 
products Their company’s could offer its investors .

Completing the EMP was critical for David and Raphael when launching their 
“impact investing” company . They embrace going beyond minimum compliance 
requirements as they value taking a careful approach to running their business 
in order to protect investors’ capital .

How has the EMP helped Raphael and David in their day-to-day job?

“ We spend all day in the exempt market world, so everything we’ve learned 
is useful . For example, when we launched our Green Bond, we considered all 
the possible types of qualified investors so we could better grasp the potential 
market. Ultimately, we are committed to meeting our clients’ interests, and 
what we’ve learned from the EMP helps us achieve that .”

www.ifse.ca
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Case Study
OFFICERS’, PARTNERS’, AND DIRECTORS’ COURSE (OPD)

Ella Arsenault is a Branch Manager and Compliance Officer at Excel Private Wealth. While 
she had already been a Branch Manager prior to taking the Officers’, Partners’, and Directors’ 
Course (OPD), she was looking to expand her responsibilities.

Advice from Ella 
for other students 
taking the OPD

“ Be sure to do the test 
questions, as they help you 
learn the material . If you don’t 
know the answer to a question, 
don’t just guess because you’ll 
likely be wrong . Go back to the 
course content, find the right 
answer and then return to the 
test to reinforce your learning . 
Otherwise, both the right and 
wrong answers could pop into 
your head at the exam, since 
your mind will recall having 
chosen both answers during 
the practice test .”
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Ella viewed the OPD as the next logical career step, since the course would allow 
her to gain capabilities related to compliance – an area of growing importance in 
financial services . The OPD helped her reach her goals, as she became qualified 
for the Compliance Officer role and now serves as backup to the company’s 
Chief Compliance Officer .

Ella chose the OPD because of IFSE’s reputation as a leading education provider . 
She had taken IFSE courses before – namely the Canadian Investment Funds 
Course, Exempt Market Proficiency Course and Branch Managers’ Examination 
Course – so she was familiar with IFSE’s ease of registration, user-friendly course 
format and “study at your own pace” flexibility .

When considering her experience with the OPD, Ella thought all the content 
was valuable and equipped her with the knowledge to succeed in compliance . 
Learning about suitability rules, “Know Your Client” requirements and risk 
management procedures helped her immediately in her compliance duties . She 
found the OPD to be well planned and comprehensive . The course helped her 
achieve the next level of responsibility and opened the door for future career 
advancement .

How has the OPD helped Ella in her day-to-day job?

“ From a compliance perspective, I understand the rules and regulations as they 
pertain to the client-advisor relationship, and this knowledge is crucial in my 
role . As an example, when we were revising certain client information forms, 
I knew exactly what sections were needed and what details we had to gather 
from clients . This made the process more efficient and resulted in accurate, 
compliant forms .”
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